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“ [ MY ] PASSION FOR FASHION CAN SOMETIMES SEEM A
shameful secret life,” wrote Princeton University English
professor Elaine Showalter in 1997.
And indeed, after these words appeared in Vogue, more
shame was heaped on her. Surely she must have “better
things to do,” said one colleague. Graduate students accused her of flaunting her privileged standing (“none of us
can even entertain the idea of buying clothes as expensive
as the Prada ones you talk about”). Showalter admittedly
described having some champagne tastes, but she convincingly made the point that feminists shouldn’t feel
bound to solely the “ovarian earth-mother look”; they
should consider fashion “free speech.”
The experience of Showalter, one of the founders of
feminist literary criticism, is just one small illustration of
how fashion makes some contemporary feminists uncomfortable. Part of the reason is a well-placed mistrust of an
industry that, at its worst, polices our bodies and empties
our wallets—an industry that can tell women we have to
wear crippling 6-inch stilettos to be considered sexy or
that our 3-month-old blouse is “so last week.” Better,
some might conclude, to resist it altogether and avoid the
trappings of a “fashion victim” or “shopaholic.”
Easier said than done.
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Fashion, like so many other things associated primarily
with women, may be dismissed as trivial, but it shapes how
we’re read by others, especially on the levels of gender,
class and race. In turn, how we’re read determines how we
are treated, especially in the workforce—whether we are
hired, promoted and respected, and how well we are paid.
That most ordinary and intimate of acts, getting dressed,
has very real political and economic consequences.
If feminists ignore fashion, we are ceding our power to
influence it. Fortunately, history has shown that feminists
can, instead, harness fashion and use it for our own political purposes.
When the rhetoric of equality fell on deaf ears, suffragists in the late 19th and early 20th centuries made quite
literal fashion statements. Green, white and violet jewelry
was a favored suffragist accessory, but not because of any
aesthetic imperative: The first letters of each color—
G, W, V—was shorthand for give women votes.
Around the same time, Clara Lemlich, one of more
than 20,000 New York City female garment workers participating in the great shirtwaist strike of 1909, explained
to a reporter from the New York Evening Journal that one
of their workplace demands was having a place to put their
hats. This was hardly trivial; as Lemlich put it, “We like
new hats as well as any other young women. Why shouldn’t we?” Labor historian Nan Enstad explains that, for
these working women, the ability to afford a hat signaled
their economic independence.
As a way to gain a foothold in male-privileged domains,
women also have appropriated men’s fashions at times. In
the late 1800s, assertive young women in the U.S. and Europe adapted such menswear as the necktie, a long-accepted
sign of men’s social status and aspirations. Fashion historian Madeleine Ginsburg explains, “The very high, stiff,
stud-fastened collar and plain tie secured by a small pearl
pin are uncompromising assertions of a claim to sex equality and mark an assault on masculine privilege.”
Almost a century later, in the 1980s, women again
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appropriated men’s styles of dress in an attempt to access
the social and economic capital that lay on the other side
of the glass ceiling. So-called career women practiced
power dressing, wearing tailored skirt suits with huge
shoulder pads, approximating the style and silhouette of
the professional male executive.

“WHEN I WAS IN MIDDLE
SCHOOL, MY MOM TOLD ME
I DIDN’T NEED TO SHAVE
MY LEGS OR WEAR A BRA
OR MAKEUP UNLESS I
WANTED TO.”
—TOBI VAIL

In 1993, Carol Moseley-Braun, the first African
American woman elected to the U.S. Senate, unintentionally changed fashion history by wearing a pantsuit on the
Senate floor, thus forcing an end to a decades-long ban on
women sporting pants there. “I didn’t know what I had
done until some [women Senate employees] started
thanking me,” she said later.
Such adaptations of men’s fashion and styles are rarely
without small feminine touches. The small pearl pin of the
“feminist uniform” of the 1890s and the blousy ascot tie
that accompanied 1980s power suits were important (if
occasionally awkward) markers of femininity. Sociologist
Jan Felshin coined the term feminine apologetic to describe
how the pearls or ruffles on a woman’s professional attire
serve as disclaimers: I may be powerful but I’m not masculine.
Or (gasp!) a lesbian.
The feminine apologetic didn’t emerge out of nowhere.
The pressure on women to apologize for our efforts and
achievements and display “appropriate femininity” is imposed in a constant litany from all directions. Women in
sports are perhaps the most dramatic apologists, with
world-class athletes doing everything from wearing makeup and jewelry in competition to posing in skimpy swimsuits for Sports Illustrated.
In 2011, a group of Czech women politicians behaved
similarly by baring nearly all for a calendar issued by the
center-right Public Affairs Party. Its attention-seeking
publication followed on the heels of a record-breaking
number of women winning seats in the nation’s parliamentary elections. Sociologist Lisa Wade interpreted the
cheesecake calendar shots as conveying the message,
“Don’t worry, boys. I may be an ambitious, successful
woman, but I still want you to look at me. …No, I still
need you to look at me.”
The fact that even the most politically and culturally
commanding women must walk a razor’s edge between
40
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looking powerful and still appearing “appropriately feminine” underscores visual theorist John Berger’s concise
description of mainstream society: “Men act and women
appear.” In other words, men are judged by their deeds;
women, by their looks.
In U.S. politics, Hillary Clinton has experienced the
damned-if-you-do, damned-if-you-don’t double bind for
strong women. If she wears a power pantsuit, it’s a “desexualized uniform,” but if she shows a hint of cleavage—as
she famously did in 2007—it can ignite a media firestorm
that eclipses her political platform.
Even for women who actively challenge sexist ideologies, social pressures around appearance are difficult to escape. As Tobi Vail, the drummer of Bikini Kill (the band
that pioneered the Riot Grrrl movement, which created a
uniquely ’90s feminist punk brand of fashion), said to me,
“When I was in middle school, my mom told me I didn’t
need to shave my legs or wear a bra or makeup unless I
wanted to. In high school, I found that these ‘choices’ were
less than free: If you didn’t conform to traditional grooming habits for women there were consequences. As a 42year-old woman, I find myself thinking a lot about what
my mom told me in middle school. Now I’m dying my
hair again and trying to have a ‘look’ or something, but I
still feel like this isn’t a free choice—it’s something I have
to worry about because the larger society judges me by my
appearance.”
That judging can go deep; women perceived as “bad”
dressers are often also perceived as bad in other ways that
need fixing: slovenly, lazy, careless. Self-help books,
makeover television programs, lifestyle gurus and even
employment agencies now offer services to improve
women’s lives by improving their physical appearance.
A recent episode of Dr. Drew Pinsky’s new show
Lifechangers, for example, was entitled “My Style Is Keeping
Me Single.”
A laidback look may be acceptable for certain modern
entrepreneurial men (think Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg
and his hooded sweatshirts), but the message women still
receive is that without careful maintenance of their appearance, they risk personal and professional failure. The
Chicago Bar Association’s April 2010 professionalization
event for law students advised men to simply wear a tailored suit with a necktie and polish their shoes. Women,
on the other hand, were given an extensive list of fashion
don’ts that even included wearing too-nice jewelry that
might inflame the jealousy of female employers. A blogger
who attended the event wryly dubbed it “How to Dress
Like a Lawyer as Told by Some Women Haters, Old Men
and Random Law Students.”
Yet the significance of women’s dress and grooming
habits is supported by research on workplace psychology.
One often-cited study by Denise Mack and David Rainey
found that women’s grooming held more weight with potential employers than did their qualifications for the job.
www.feminist.org

This bias is not limited to women—men who veer from
the “clean-cut” (read: beardless) ideal can be perceived as
reckless, dirty, unintelligent, immature and less attractive.
Women, however, bear the burden and consequences of
physical scrutiny in material ways that men don’t: Bearded
men are just as likely to be hired as their non-bearded
counterparts.
While all women’s fashion choices are more carefully
policed than men’s, women of color endure heightened
scrutiny. Racist stereotypes that cast some women of color
as “out of control” (the angry black woman, the hypersexual Latina) and others as easily controllable (the traditional Asian woman, the sexually available Indian squaw) serve
women poorly in the workplace. Professional women of
color thus consciously and unconsciously fashion themselves in ways that diminish their racial difference. One
Asian woman interviewed by sociologist Rose Weitz for
the academic journal Gender & Society admitted that she
permed her hair for work “because she felt that she looked
‘too Asian’ with her naturally straight hair.” A black woman
interviewed by Charisse Jones and Kumea Shorter-Gooden
for their book Shifting: The Double Lives of Black Women in
America explains that “she never goes into an interview or a
new job experience without first straightening her hair. …‘I
don’t want to be prejudged.’”
For working-class women of color, fashion policing can
be more explicit, especially when they’re required to wear
a uniform. While some uniforms are used simply to identify store employees who provide customer service, those
worn by women in traditionally gendered and racialized
occupations are typically designed to make them inconspicuous. As Mimi Nguyen has written of hotel maids in
Threadbared (a blog on the politics of fashion and beauty,
which I co-author), their uniform “deindividuates,” making them invisible so they can “work unobtrusively around
the perceptual periphery of the guest.” Janitorial uniforms
for men have a similar function, but the hospitality industry does reserve several positions for men (e.g., doormen
and butlers) in which the uniforms locate them at the center rather than the margins of bourgeois society.
Away from the workplace, in everyday life, fashion
policing of women is also racially stratified. Women of
color who wear “ethnic dress” are often read as traditional, unmodern and, in some instances, conservative. When
similar garments are worn by white women, they signify
global cosmopolitanism, a multicultural coolness.
Fashion’s cultural appropriation is nothing new. Sally
Roesch Wagner uncovered an earlier moment of appropriation in her book Sisters in Spirit, recounting the littleknown history of the bloomer: the long baggy pants that
narrowed at the ankles, usually associated with dress reformers in the mid-19th century. While prevailing fashion
histories credit white New Yorker Elizabeth Smith (second cousin to Elizabeth Cady Stanton) with inventing the
billowy pants and Amelia Bloomer with popularizing
www.msmagazine.com

them, Wagner finds that Smith was influenced by Native
Haudenosaunee women.
“Smith was among the first to shed the 20 pounds of
clothing that fashion dictated should hang from any fashionable woman’s waist, usually dangerously deformed
from corseting,” wrote Roesch Wagner. “The reform costume Elizabeth Smith adopted … promised the health and
comfort of the loose-fitting tunic and leggings worn by
Native American friends.” That the contributions of Native women go largely unmentioned in accounts of this
iconic garment is a reminder of the racial exclusions that
prevail in fashion history.
If fashion has been used to introduce new ways of expressing womanhood, it has also been a tether that keeps
women’s social, economic and political opportunities permanently attached to their appearances. At a time when
makeover reality TV shows suggest that self-reinvention
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is not only desirable but almost required, and the ubiquity
of social media encourages everyone to develop a “personal brand,” the pressure on women to be fashionable has
never been more pervasive. An array of one-click shopping and personalized makeover sites are supposed to
make it so easy to maintain your appearance that there’s
no excuse not to.
Even as the Internet has intensified the desire to be
fashion-forward, it has also given outsiders unprecedented
influence on the industry. In 2008, a fashion blog by an
11-year-old Midwestern girl named Tavi Gevinson went
viral. Within two years, her reviews of new clothing lines
were being closely followed by fashion movers and shakers, and famously aloof designers and editors invited
Gevinson to their offices, runway shows and parties. Now

a ripe old 15, she has used fashion as a springboard to her
latest venture: editing an online teen magazine with a
feminist point of view.
While Kendra Lee Rozett’s engagement with the fashion establishment is more modest, it is no less remarkable. In June 2010, the Boston-area municipal worker
and mom posted to Facebook her doubts about whether
Ann Taylor’s new silk cargo pants could be worn by larger
women. Later that day, the company responded by posting photos of differently sized female employees wearing
the pants.
Today, fashion blogs that celebrate an array of nonnormatively raced, gendered, sexed and sized bodies
have emerged to challenge the dominant messages of
gender, beauty and style. And bloggers are using their
clout to speak out against offensive fashion and beauty
products.
A blog-initiated campaign in 2010 convinced the cosmetics company MAC and the Rodarte design team to
abandon their collection of nail polish and lipstick with
names such as “Ghost Town,” “Factory” and “Juarez”
(referencing the Mexican border town notorious for the
serial murders of women working in local factories). As
MAC President John Demsey posted on the company’s
Facebook page, “We have heard the response of concerned global citizens loud and clear and are doing our
very best to right our wrong.” Similar online campaigns
have also been waged against designers and magazines
that employ blackfacing and yellowfacing, as well as
against retailers like Abercrombie & Fitch and American
Apparel that perpetuate racist, sexist and sizeist beauty
ideals. In the age of interactive social media, consumers
have at least one ear of the fashion establishment; we
should continue to speak up.
Showalter ended her Vogue article with this musing: “If
Erma Bombeck learned all she needed to know in the
dressing rooms at Loehmann’s, I got at least some of my
feminist education at Au Printemps [the Parisian department store]. … Looking at clothes, feeling the pace, picking up idioms in the aisles, watching other women invent
themselves, is a kind of sisterhood.”
Her point is that fashion opens up social and creative
spaces for women. Throwing fashion out the window because of its oppressive tendencies wastes the political potential of one of the rare women-centered cultural realms.
And to ignore fashion is to dismiss the notion that selfcare and personal pleasure can be feminist acts, since
women are historically socialized to care only for others.
Wearing fashion does not have to mean that we allow it to
wear us down.
n
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blog
We’re excited to be able to keep readers
abreast of the latest feminist news and
commentary in between quarterly issues
of the magazine.
The Ms. Blog showcases the sharp writing and
informed opinions of a community of feminist
bloggers from around the nation
and the globe.
So please become part of this exciting new
community—a place where feminism takes
center stage.

www.msmagazine.com/blog

There’s more than one way to bitch!
is the nonproﬁt, feminist media organization that
publishes the magazine Bitch: Feminist Response to Pop Culture, and oﬀers many
other ways to become involved in a growing community of feminist activists, writers,
and thinkers…
+ A blog on subjects like television, politics, art, books
and more on bitchmedia.org
+ BitchRadio and Popaganda podcasts at
bitchmedia.org
+ A Community Lending Library in our Portland oﬃce
with over 2,000 books and ’zines on feminism, media,
pop culture, sociology, queer theory, activism, race,
cultural studies and more

Join our
community!

Visit bitchmedia.org to check out our online content,
subscribe, donate, or learn more about Bitch Media!

